Have you seen the packages in our brochure or on our website?
Below is a detailed breakdown of the features in our wedding
packages so you know exactly what you’re getting when you go
with Tranquility Collective.
The Land
Tranquilty Collective provides a perfect lush, green, countryside
setting to your wedding. It is conveniently situated near Northampton
with easy access from the M1.
Marquee Hire and Dressing
We source our beautiful classic marquees from a very reputable
Northamptonshire hire company and provide a catering tent, Portiloos and a generator as standard. The marquee is fitted with cream
carpets and a dancefloor. Extras like a walk way or tunnel can be
added for a fee. Your marquee is dressed to perfection in one of
three styles:
Traditional
The classic minimalist approach with white table cloths & chinaware,
classic wine glasses, silver cutlery and cream chiavari wedding
chairs.
Vintage
A country-rustic feel with vintage white chiavari chairs, enamel
vintage plates and mugs, silver cutlery tied with natural twine, rustic
canvas napkins and a flower centrepiece on each table.
Luminous
Similar to the Traditional style but with charming lighting draped from
the marquee ceiling and each table adorned with an elegant candle
centre piece.
Catering
We provide an amazing Hog Roast feast for 50-150 people
which comes with a range of delicious sides:
Seasoned vegetables
A salad of choice
New Potatoes
Freshly baked bread
Apple sauce and chutney side
Hot dogs & Burgers
Vegetarian option
If you desire a three course meal or anything else we can negotiate
the best price to provide the catering you want. This is an extra
charge outside the allocated packages.
Live music and DJ
We have a special rate with E-bands who provide our live musicians
and Dj services with music styles ranging from soul & pop to 80’s
classics. A PA system for speeches is included and digital projection
facilities can be arranged. Our music license runs until midnight.
Photographer
Our photograpger will expertly capture your special day from
morning to evening in a natural contemporary style documenting all
those beautiful magical moments.
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EXTRAS!
Here are some extras we offer at great prices that can be added to
your package to make it a truly unique occasion.
Marriage License
We can marry you on the grounds! So if you would like to save
money we can host your ceremony on site.
Silver Service
We can provide a silver service if you require a 3 course meal,
a traditional style meal or even staff to accompany your buffet or
champagne reception. Our team consists of a group of 6 waitresses
or waiters.
Lawn Games
A hit for the kids, we can provide a package of over 8 lawn games
for you to choose from ranging from giant snakes&ladders, garden
chess, and twister!
Art direction
We have a creative team who add something extra-special to
weddings adding personalized features such as signage, bespoke
set pieces and flower arrangements.
Jack Haddon Florist
One of the best in Northampton. We can organize flowers from
table centrepieces to flower sculptures on the land.
Bar
We have a great rate Crush Cocktail Bars and can provide an open
bar for you and your guests on your special day. They charge a
fixed rate for as much alcohol as you would like with two packages
ranging from 4 hours to 9.
We have no corkage! So if you want to provide your own alcohol
we can just provide the bar and staff at cheaper rate.
Afternoon tea
This includes tea and coffee, cakes, soft drinks and wines.
Glamping
For guests who want to get back to nature, we can provide glamping
tents for up to 80 guests to stay on the grounds.
Local Guest Accommodation
If camping isn’t for you and your guests, there are many local hotels,
BnB guesthouses and AirBnB hosts all close to our location. We can
provide a list of recommendations on request.
The Hall
The use of the school hall is an option for couples who want
something simpler and indoors. You will get access to toilets, a
professional kitchen for catering preparation and a small bar area.
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